This is General Electric's new rechargeable ELEC-TRAK® home and garden tractor

Electric power brings new ease to year-round yard care.

**Now, instant start in any weather.** And for deep snow there's a high capacity 42-inch snow thrower that bites into drifts without stalling. Its separate, high torque motor directly drives the large auger without belts or clutches. The Elec-Trak tractor's 48-inch dozer blade plows away storms up to one foot deep... often without needing chains or wheel weights.

A quick 3 to 5 hour recharge from a standard household outlet keeps this quiet giant ready for winter's worst blizzards with capacity for up to six big driveways on each charge.

**For amazingly versatile lawn care,** the Elec-Trak tractor and sweater quietly mows grass, mulches leaves and picks them up on the same pass.

- A safer rear discharge mower, with independent suspension, follows every ground contour.
- A wide assortment of plug-in portable tools gives you convenience of an electrical outlet on wheels.
- The high powered lightweight chain saw takes down tall oaks or quietly cuts up firewood in the garage.
- A handy plug-in power handle becomes a hedge clipper, grass trimmer or drill with quick change heads... while an easy stand-up weeder/ cultivator and an edger/trimmer are also available.